Recap of June 25, 2016 Liaisons Assembly Meeting

Carrie and I discussed the meeting as we both attended. Looking at different aspects the LTDC could do to support the Liaisons better. Discussed workshop ideas focusing on the topics proposed – Digital Scholarship and Digital Humanities. Discussed again the idea of surveying the Liaisons every other year, so while this year would not need a survey conveying this to the incoming chair Chris Cox would be good for continuity. Met Emily Daly that is our new incoming Board Liaison from ACRL.

Announcing New Liaisons

Mentioned new this year Liaisons Hailey Mooney, ASA and Tiffany Hebb, NRC for FYEST.

Review of Annual Work Plan

Discussed how End-of-Year Report and Annual Work Plan is compiled. Discussed what would be good goals for the upcoming year. The topics for workshops, how to get more support for the Talking Points, brainstormed on how to make the committee more functional or at least more participation.